It is noteworthy that, for aesthetic purposes, the designer omitted the Ronne, Filchner and Ross Ice Shelves from the continent's image. Above is 'Antarctic Treaty' and below 'FIRST FIFTY YEARS/December 1, 2009', to reflect the treaty's continuance into the future.
The inspiration for the reverse (Fig. 1b) sprang from the main emblem of the Australian National Antarctic Research Expeditions (ANARE), created circa 1949 by Nel Law, wife of Dr. Phillip Law, AC, CBE, noted Australian scientist and explorer. Law considered that this main ANARE emblem was, too complex for reproduction (Law 1983 ) and consequently, a simplified symbol using a leopard seal was eventually adopted.
In a series of circles (much like latitudes), the overall reverse design reflects human activity surrounded by the Antarctic ecosystem. The outermost circle teems with an array of Antarctic marine fauna: emperor penguin, ice fish, giant squid, skua, krill, blue whale and leopard seal.
Inward, the next circle features the wording, 'SCIENCE AND THE PROGRESS OF ALL MANKIND' (from the treaty's preamble) and five stars separated by dots, representing five decades. The next circle reflects an array of longitude lines with a blank space at six o'clock, where the medal numbers from 001 to 125 were impressed. Progressing poleward, the next circle reflects the vision of the Antarctic Treaty, as expressed in its preamble: 'ANTARCTICA SHALL CONTINUE FOREVER TO BE USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES'. At the centre of the reverse is the Antarctic continent, as source of hope and inspiration for all humanity.
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